Collaboration among Forecasters to Issue Severe Weather Hazard Information and Warnings Using the Hazard Services–Probabilistic Hazard Information (HS-PHI) Tool
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ABSTRACT: This project tested software capabilities and operational implications related to interoffice collaboration during NWS severe weather warning operations within a proposed paradigm, Forecasting A Continuum of Environmental Threats (FACETs). Current NWS policy of each forecast office issuing warnings for an exclusive area of responsibility may result in inconsistent messaging. In contrast, the FACETs paradigm, with object-based, moving probabilistic and deterministic hazard information, could provide seamless information across NWS County Warning Areas (CWAs). An experiment was conducted that allowed NWS forecasters to test new software that incorporates FACETs-based hazard information and potential concepts of operation to improve messaging consistency between adjacent WFOs. Experiment scenarios consisted of a variety of storm and office border interactions, fictional events requiring nowcasts, and directives that mimicked differing inter-WFO warning philosophies. Surveys and semi-structured interviews were conducted to gauge forecasters’ confidence and workload levels, and to discuss potential solutions for interoffice collaboration and software issues. We found that forecasters were able to adapt quickly to the new software and concepts and were comfortable with collaborating with their neighboring WFO in warning operations. Although forecasters felt the software’s collaboration tools enabled them to communicate in a timely manner, adding this collaboration increased their workload when compared to their workload during current warning operations.
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1. Introduction

The current NWS severe weather warning paradigm can result in messaging inconsistencies along geopolitical boundaries. The NOAA NWS includes 122 Weather Forecast Offices (WFOs). Although these WFOs are tasked with issuing several short-fused, polygon-based warning products for their areas of responsibility [called County Warning Areas (CWA); Fig. 1], this study focuses on severe thunderstorm warnings (SVR) and tornado warnings (TOR). The NWS issues warnings as storm-based polygons, which are intended to represent the area that the hazard is expected to affect for the duration of the warning.

The Advanced Weather Interactive Processing System, second generation (AWIPS II) workstation is used by NWS forecasters to analyze and diagnose weather information and to issue forecasts and warnings. The current warning generation software (WarnGen) allows forecasters to define warning attributes, such as type (SVR and TOR), duration, threat, and others. Static 2D storm-based polygons define the warning areas. When polygons extend to CWA boundaries, the software automatically truncates the warning’s area so that it only includes areas within the CWA of warning issuance (NWS 2020). Figure 2 illustrates a 3-yr grid of warning density that reveals distinct discontinuities between counties, and especially between CWAs (as seen by comparing both maps, with the CWA borders removed for one). If a warned storm (Fig. 3a) approaches and traverses a CWA border, a neighboring WFO assumes a shared responsibility for warning that storm in its own CWA, resulting in two or more warning polygons on one storm that may be issued at nonsequential times (Fig. 3b). Inconsistent messaging also occurs when sections of neighboring counties are excluded at CWA borders (Fig. 3c) or when two WFOs issue warnings of a different type on their respective side of the CWA border (Fig. 3d).

These discontinuities in warning polygons may stem from differences in WFO service needs and office cultural and technological barriers. WFOs focus on balancing tradeoffs between maximizing the probability of detection, minimizing false alarm ratio, and maximizing lead time (Brooks and Correia 2018; Beitlich et al. 2019). These discontinuities are manifested through differences in warning duration, warning on a specific hazard or all hazards accompanying a storm, and product adaptation to end user and community needs (Harrison and Karstens 2017; Klockow-McClain et al. 2020, 2021). The diversity of WFO cultures may come from these needs but also draws from the individual makeup of staff experience.
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severe-storm expertise, management style, and other factors. Finally, even if WFOs agreed on every warning decision, NWS policy requires warnings to terminate at CWA borders, limiting the possibility of seamless warnings across borders.

To address these shortcomings, Forecasting A Continuum of Environmental Threats (FACETs; Rothfusz et al. 2018) is an experimental framework developing innovative ways to convey rapidly updating weather hazard information from days before to within minutes of an event. This study focuses on the severe weather warning scale (0–2 h, ∼100 km²). Integral to this scale is the creation, management, and communication of gridded, probabilistic threat areas that update at rapid intervals (∼1 min), based on the forecast locations of severe weather hazard “objects,” defined as 2D areas containing nonzero probability information. The spatial and temporal probability profile reflects the confidence a forecaster places upon the storm object to produce the anticipated hazard (Karstens et al. 2018). This results in frequently updating, probabilistic hazard information (PHI) “plumes” that follow the storm objects continuously in time, with a duration as long as the forecaster has confidence that the storm will exist (up to 2–3 h if the storm is forecast to be long lived) (Fig. 4). The same set of forecasted, 2D storm objects are used to derive warning polygons [i.e., threats-in-motion (TIM); Stumpf and Gerard 2021]. Although these warnings share the same initial 2D object as the PHI plume, the warnings are defined by time and are not tied to probability values. The warning durations are defined to be equal to or less than the plume duration, typically 45 (30) minutes for severe thunderstorm (tornado) warnings, similar to current default NWS warning durations (Brooks and Correia 2018). If the storm is expected to exist beyond the warning duration, the warning polygons can be set to “persist,” meaning they will continuously move with the storm at 1-min intervals.

The PHI concept and early prototypes have been under development by the NOAA NSSL and evaluated within the NOAA Hazardous Weather Testbed’s (HWT) Experimental...
Warning Program since 2008 (Stumpf et al. 2008; Kuhlman et al. 2008; James et al. 2020; Calhoun et al. 2021). A newer PHI prototype has been undergoing evaluation within the HWT since 2014 (Karstens et al. 2015, 2018). Its concepts and functionality are being integrated into an experimental version of AWIPS II Hazard Services (HS), the NWS’s next-generation, object-based, hazard information-generation system that incorporates and will eventually replace WarnGen (Argyle et al. 2017). Named HS-PHI, this software has been tested during simulated WFO warning operations in the HWT since 2016 and is used for this study (Stumpf et al. 2018, 2020; James and Ling 2019).

The continuously updating storm objects and associated plumes and warnings move independently of geopolitical borders, leading to PHI plumes issued by one WFO extending across one or more of its neighboring CWA borders. HS-PHI was designed to reflect this paradigm and thus constructed to aid in potential interoffice collaboration. Collaboration is facilitated through the use of storm object management tools that enable seamless information flows across borders and the ability to view real-time edits from any forecaster. The potential to issue hazard information in this manner, facilitated by new technology, represents a significant departure from the current concept of operations in how adjacent WFOs interact with each other during severe weather. We hypothesize that these software functionalities within HS-PHI may encourage forecaster collaboration and coordination when PHI objects are near adjacent WFO borders. This increased collaboration aligns with the FACETs goal of seamless messaging across CWA borders and could result in more consistent hazardous weather messaging.

Previous HS-PHI HWT evaluations included an exercise to study interoffice collaboration when using PHI and warnings (Klockow-McClain et al. 2020). Two forecasters, representing two adjacent WFOs, staffed two separate workstations in opposite corners of the HWT operations area and used a chat room tool as their sole means for “interoffice” communication as they made decisions on the ownership and handoff of threat objects that were affecting CWA boundaries. Object ownership and handoff were mutually agreed upon by the two forecasters, as the HS-PHI software had not yet included the technology to manage and lock storm objects that move between multiple WFOs.

Forecaster interviews in our earlier work clearly demonstrated that interoffice collaboration could present itself as a major barrier to a successful implementation of a FACETs-based warning program (Klockow-McClain et al. 2020). This paper aims to fulfill the need to conduct a more formal study of interhuman collaboration within the context of the warning software. One significant challenge of this ongoing research is investigating a hazard-information-alerting system with continuous storm objects that are seamlessly transferred between WFOs via collaboration tools.

While research on human-to-human collaboration within automated system functions is relatively new in the area of weather forecasting, handoff and collaboration is well studied in the field of aerospace regarding air traffic controllers (ATCs). ATCs regularly transfer the responsibility of aircraft...
from one ATC to another through a handoff process that can be completed using built-in system capabilities (FAA 2015). Landry et al. (2010) found that in a collaborative environment across multiple ATCs, common data display improved alignment on decisions and facilitated collaboration. A similar concept has been implemented into the collaboration aspect of the current experiment. When evaluating workload in a complex ATC environment, latencies in handoff initiation and acceptance can cause disruption in the workflow (Rantanen 2004). Similarly, during handoffs between neighboring WFOs in severe weather operations, latencies in handoff and acceptance may cause workflow disruption.

In potential future severe weather operations, PHI objects could likewise be transferred directly between neighboring WFOs. Drawing from past research on ATC collaboration (Sharples et al. 2007), considerations need to be made regarding mental workload, handoff strategies, and delays in the PHI handoff process. In this study, we investigate how forecasters collaborate across CWA boundaries, given that they potentially have different warning philosophies and workload, and how the performance of these new tools impact their collaboration and workload. Note that warning verification was not investigated in this study. Specifically, our research questions to be addressed include:

Fig. 4. An illustration of the process to create PHI plumes and warnings from 2D storm objects that are projected to 1-min forecast objects. Only the 10-min forecast objects are shown (time = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40 min). (a) The forecaster-defined probability trend, linearly decreasing from 100% to 0%, for a plume duration of 40 min, with arrows indicating values every 10 min. (b) The forecast probability objects with values decreasing from the maximum probability trend values at the center of the object to 0% at the edge of the object (dashed outline), with arrows indicating values every 10 min (at 40 min, probability = 0%). (c) The maximum probability value of all 1-min forecast objects defines the PHI plume. (d) The outline of forecast objects for a warning duration of 30 min (defined to be shorter than the plume duration), and (e) the cascaded union of all 1-min forecast objects creates the warning polygon.
• How do forecasters collaborate?
• How do they collaborate when different philosophies exist among forecasters?
• How do they feel about the performance of the collaboration tools?
• How hard do they need to work to collaborate and issue warnings?

2. Methodology

a. HS-PHI collaboration software functionality

The 2020 experiment tested new tools and functionality designed within HS-PHI to facilitate ownership and handoff of storm objects. When a storm object was created, the forecaster who produced the object maintained ownership and editing control until the object’s expiration or transfer of ownership to another forecaster in an adjacent CWA. New to HS-PHI for this experiment, transfer of ownership, or “handoff” (of an object), could be accomplished in one of two ways: 1) The forecaster owning the object could suggest a transfer of the object to another forecaster through a “push” operation, or 2) A forecaster could ask for a transfer of an owned object not belonging to the forecaster through a “pull” operation. In each case, the forecaster receiving the transfer request must either “accept” or “deny” the transfer request. Forecasters had the ability to communicate with adjacent WFOs via the objects’ warning decision discussions, chat, and phone calls to discuss object transfers.

Figure 5a shows a push ownership transfer operation, where CWA1 owns a storm object and requests to transfer ownership to CWA2. The CWA1 forecaster selects the object and workstation to send the transfer request, as shown in Fig. 6a. After the request is sent, an accept or decline message appears on the receiving forecaster’s workstation screen, as shown in Fig. 6b.
Once the receiving forecaster accepts the transfer request, a confirmation appears in CWA1 and object ownership and editing privileges switch to the receiving forecaster. The pull ownership transfer operation is similar to the push operation, except the initiating forecaster is requesting to take ownership of the storm object from another forecaster, illustrated in Fig. 5b.

The domain permission tool (Fig. 7) adds flexibility for forecasters to create storm objects that straddle a border, potentially outside the bounds of their CWA. If a forecaster wants to create an object that extends beyond the border of their CWA into an adjacent CWA, or in the case that a storm is encroaching on their CWA border but not quite within their CWA, the forecaster has to request permission first from the neighboring CWA to create an object. This domain permission request, only used near CWA borders, is automatically initiated when a forecaster attempts to create an object that overlaps a CWA boundary. A message appears on the screen of a forecaster in the neighboring CWA, similar to the ownership transfer operations, with the ability to accept or decline domain permission.

In addition, HS-PHI allows forecasters to view real-time edits to PHI objects, plumes, and warnings from any of their neighboring WFOs. HS-PHI also allows forecasters to add textual warning decision discussions to each storm object, providing neighboring WFOs with a “written history” of forecaster’s thoughts for those storms. All of these features provide collaborative capabilities that currently do not exist in WarnGen.

b. Participants

For the 2020 experiment, a nationwide solicitation for applications from NWS forecaster pairs was disseminated, and preference was given to pairs from the same WFO. With two pairs per week and two experiment weeks, pairs from the same WFO were kept together during the experiment. Overall, a total of eight forecasters participated in the experiment, with warning-operations experience ranging from 2 to 16 years.

c. Experimental design

The HWT experiment was designed to replicate the socio-cultural conditions that may lead to challenges in interoffice collaboration in the present deterministic system while also exploring the ways those influences would affect judgments and collaboration in a probabilistic system. The overall experiment was designed based on information gleaned from WFO interviews regarding warning policies, relationships with core partners, and other relational and policy considerations (Klockow-McClain et al. 2021).

d. Daily activities

On the first day of the weeklong experiment, participants were presented with introductory materials and an experiment
overview. Following the brieﬁngs, forecasters received hands-on training via job sheets to build familiarity with the HS-PHI software and tools, with assistance from project scientists and facilitators. The following three days, forecasters completed two scenarios each day using HS-PHI for severe weather threats. The seventh scenario ran the full day with a session in the morning and a continued session in the afternoon.

Forecasters were split into two rooms to represent two WFOs with two forecasters per WFO. Each room had two dual-display AWIPS II workstations and situational awareness monitors, similar to previous Hazard Services experiments conducted in the HWT (James et al. 2020). In addition to the workstation setup, forecasters had access to a standard conference phone system and a tablet/keyboard combination with access to a proprietary business communication software to communicate with the other testing laboratory (“adjacent” WFO).

Forecasters worked together on severe weather scenarios, communicating and collaborating as they saw ﬁt on storms crossing CWA boundaries. Workload and collaboration surveys were completed after each scenario. Guided intra- and interofﬁce (referring to the ﬁctitious WFOs within this experiment) discussions took place following each scenario and survey. The guided sessions covered topics of interest that resulted from forecaster decisions/actions or situations that occurred during the experiment scenarios. Following four days of experiment scenarios, project scientists and facilitators conducted a comprehensive, guided discussion with the forecasters for feedback regarding the HS-PHI software and collaboration tools, experiment design, and the future of warning operations in this potential new framework.

e. Scenario information

Experiment scenarios were carefully selected to test collaboration strategies along CWA borders. These scenarios utilized current and modiﬁed CWA borders, and included storms moving from one CWA to the other, storms straddling CWAs, and storms impacting multiple CWAs simultaneously due to having large spatial extents (e.g., squall lines). A variety of storm modes and variations of storm interactions along CWA borders were present in the scenarios. Five different scenarios were chosen for the experiment (Table 1).

To replicate NWS operations further, the scenarios included ofﬁce directives (from researchers acting as WFO management) to simulate differing, and conﬂicting, warning philosophies that could result in warning discontinuities similar to those in Fig. 3. For example, a simulated WFO was directed to give their severe thunderstorm warnings abnormally long durations, causing the warnings to extend into the neighboring CWA. Fictional Impact-based Decision Support Services (IDSS) events (Uccellini and Ten Hoeve 2019), such as emergency managers supporting a sailboat race along a river, were strategically placed near CWA borders during the scenarios, with interjections during warning operations for the forecasters to answer site-speciﬁc questions. The complexity of the scenarios increased throughout the week as more IDSS events and directives were added, culminating in a daylong simulation. Additionally, to test neighboring CWA awareness, forecaster pairs rotated roles as either the upstream or downstream ofﬁce during the experiment.

f. Human factors analysis

1) NASA-TLX MENTAL WORKLOAD QUESTIONNAIRE

The NASA-TLX (Hart and Staveland 1988; Hart 2006; James et al. 2020; James 2021) workload index is a questionnaire-based workload rating tool. The tool encompasses six aspects of workload: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration. Modiﬁcations were made to the questionnaire in the form of a follow-up question to ascertain the reasoning for each rating. The raw scores of the mental workload range from 1 to 100, with 1 for extremely low workload and 100 for extremely high workload. Each pair was cross-compared and forecasters selected which pair was more “important.” This comparison was averaged to find the “importance” factor of each mental workload aspect. The scores were averaged for all forecasters overall, forecaster
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pairs, and scenarios for each of the six aspects of workload (James and Ling 2019; James et al. 2020; James 2021).

2) COLLABORATION SURVEY

Collaboration surveys, administered at the end of each scenario as well as at the conclusion of the weeklong experiment, were developed to gauge forecasters’ perceptions of the collaboration tools in HS-PHI. These surveys utilize a seven-point Likert scale (Likert 1932) (Table 3). The goal of each end-of-scenario survey was to understand forecasters’ perceptions of the effectiveness of collaboration for each scenario, while the goal of the end-of-week survey was to compare the effectiveness of collaboration within the HS-PHI experiment to collaboration strategies utilizing the WarnGen system.

3) THEMATIC ANALYSIS

Thematic analysis is a method often used in psychology for developing patterns and themes within sets of qualitative data (Braun and Clarke 2006). The end-of-week discussion, collaboration survey results, and survey comments were analyzed using thematic analysis. A theme was identified when several forecasters discussed a similar topic; themes usually showed a common usage or process in the way the forecasters used the system or completed tasks. Challenges were identified when forecasters mentioned and noted common issues that prevented them from effectively completing tasks. Themes and challenges were also developed using researcher observations, survey results, and group discussion. Themes identified patterns in forecaster actions and strategies, while challenges identified common issues that needed improvement or solutions, whether for operations or for software. These data were coded and analyzed using Nvivo 10 qualitative data analysis software (Jackson and Bazeley 2019).

3. Results and discussion

a. Thematic analysis results

We observed that when forecasters collaborated over storm objects, plumes, and warnings, forecasters generally used a three-stage strategy: communication, handoff, and post-handoff. Forecasters usually communicated via chat or phone before initiating a handoff, unless they were directed by researchers not to communicate. Then forecasters implemented the handoff with functions provided by the HS-PHI software. The receiving forecaster could then choose to modify the storm object after the handoff was completed. Themes and challenges related to collaboration were derived for each stage of storm object handoff, shown in Table 2. (The number of times a theme or challenge was mentioned is noted in the table.)

1) COMMUNICATION STAGE

Four themes and three challenges emerged to describe the forecaster’s tasks during the communication stage. Themes in the communication stage are described as follows.

- Increased frequency of communication

Forecasters mentioned an increase in the frequency of communication as compared to their current WFO operations. This result is likely due to the nature of the experimental setup, as forecasters were encouraged to communicate with the other experimental WFO as they saw fit. Additionally, the scenarios focused on events with a significant amount of storm interactions with CWA borders.

- Allowed for more concise communication by providing storm object, storm motion, and warning-decision discussions and facilitated forecasters from both WFOs to communicate effectively and consistently

While using the HS-PHI software, forecasters mentioned that they were able to pinpoint and discuss specific storm objects easily for ownership transfers, probability-trend philosophies, and other topics over chat and phone. In this regard, it was easier for forecasters to understand the neighboring forecasters’ thought processes during warning operations with HS-PHI. Forecasters often used storm object attributes when collaborating. Furthermore, in some instances, forecasters used their neighboring WFO’s storm object information to address fictional IDSS requests posed by researchers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localized NWS WFO</th>
<th>Time/date</th>
<th>Meteorological description</th>
<th>No. of fictional IDSS events per WFO</th>
<th>No. of directives per WFO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>San Angelo and Ft.</td>
<td>1840–2040 UTC</td>
<td>Isolated supercells crossing vertical and straddling</td>
<td>SJT: 1</td>
<td>SJT: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worth, TX</td>
<td>26 Apr 2015</td>
<td>horizontal CWA borders (SVR and TOR)</td>
<td>FWD: 1</td>
<td>FWD: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duluth and Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>1930–2200 UTC</td>
<td>Line of supercells straddling CWA border</td>
<td>DLH: 1</td>
<td>DLH: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham, AL, and Atlanta, GA</td>
<td>1900–2100 UTC</td>
<td>horizontally, marginally tornadic (SVR and TOR)</td>
<td>MPX: 1</td>
<td>MPX: 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Albany NY</td>
<td>1750–2020 UTC</td>
<td>Supercells and a QLCS, long-track tornado</td>
<td>BMX: 0</td>
<td>BMX: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman and Tulsa, OK</td>
<td>0045–0545 UTC</td>
<td>Supercell and multicell mergers along and crossing vertical CWA border (SVR and TOR)</td>
<td>OUN: 2</td>
<td>OUN: 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 Oct 2019</td>
<td>vertical CWA border</td>
<td>TSA: 4</td>
<td>TSA: 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A summary table of scenario attributes, including which WFOs the forecasters were operating in, the date/time of the case that was used, the meteorological characteristics of the event and warning type used, number of fictional IDSS events per WFO, and number of mid-scenario directives per WFO.
Visualization of neighboring CWA’s thinking and a quick review of data facilitated chat and phone collaboration

Forecasters frequently mentioned that the visualization of storm objects helped them review data quickly, which was particularly useful when communicating with the neighboring WFO. This was especially true when the neighboring WFOs had differing warning philosophies. The HS-PHI software allowed forecasters to see the warning philosophies of their neighboring WFO (via the warning-decision discussions appended to each object) and use that information as a basis for initiating a phone call or chat to collaborate on storm objects. This capability is not available in the current WarnGen framework. A forecaster during the second week of the experiment stated:

“The software allowed me to easily identify philosophy differences, which then gave me the option to communicate with the neighboring CWA if desired. In the current WarnGen paradigm, I get a sense of my neighboring WFO’s warning decision process by observing their SPS vs warning vs nothing decisions on the radar. With HS-PHI, I get the same thing by means of plumes vs warnings vs nothing, but also get extra information by examining their probabilities, discussions, and TIM decisions. Better!”

Chat or phone collaboration is necessary before an object transfer or ownership request is initiated in the tool

Throughout the experiment, discussion via chat or phone typically occurred before storm objects were transferred. When a forecaster received a transfer request without previous communication, confusion and object-transfer delays resulted. In an instance where researchers directed the downstream forecasters to be unresponsive, an object transfer was delayed by at least 5 min.

When forecasters communicated before handoff, they also encountered various challenges. Three challenges were mentioned frequently by forecasters and researchers.

• Visualization of neighboring CWA’s thinking and a quick review of data facilitated chat and phone collaboration

Forecasters realized that collaboration over the phone and chat resulted in increased workload, but they understood this step in the collaboration process was crucial to achieve the continuous flow of seamless information.

• Situational awareness of inbound-CWA PHI objects can be challenging

Forecasters, especially in the downstream WFO, found it challenging (increased mental workload) to manage storm objects within their own CWA while also being cognizant of objects that were approaching their CWA from the upstream WFO.

• Collaboration is challenging when phone or chat not available

Since a significant amount of storm-object transfers were initiated over chat or a phone conversation, when one WFO was unable to contact the other WFO or did not receive a response, the transfer or exchange of information on an object was hindered. Some of this unresponsiveness was the result of experimental directives by the project scientists as a method to mimic a busy or uncooperative WFO.

2) HANDOFF STAGE

During the handoff stage, one theme and two challenges emerged to describe the forecasters’ tasks. The theme in the handoff stage is described as follows.

TABLE 2. Themes and challenges of collaboration for each of the three stages of storm object handoff. (Note: “F” denotes the number of times forecasters referenced this in a survey, “D” denotes the number of times forecasters mentioned this in a post-scenario discussion, and “O” denotes the number of times researchers observed this.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Challenge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Communication</strong></td>
<td>1. Increased frequency of communication (O3, F10, D1)</td>
<td>1. Phone and chat collaboration required extra workload, but forecasters acknowledged this was necessary (F2, D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Reduced unnecessary communication by providing storm object and storm motion, allowed forecasters from both WFOs to communicate effectively and be on the same page (F3)</td>
<td>2. Being aware of objects about to come into your CWA is sometimes challenging (O1, F1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Visualization of neighbor CWA’s thinking and a quick review of data facilitated chat and phone collaboration (O1, F13, D1)</td>
<td>3. Collaboration is challenging when phone or chat not available (F1, D1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Chat or phone collaboration is necessary before an object transfer or ownership request is initiated in the tool (F7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Handoff** | 1. The HS-PHI tools offered a quick and easy way to transfer ownership (F4, D2) | 1. High workload results in forecasters delaying transfer (O3, F1, D2) |

| **Post-handoff** | 1. Receiving forecaster often updates the object immediately after the transfer (O3, F1, D1) | 2. Forecasters need a guideline on when to do a handoff (when an object is touching the border? Half over the border?) (O4, D1) |
Table 3. The 2020 end-of-scenario collaboration survey results averaged across all CWA’s and scenarios (1 being strongly disagree and 7 being strongly agree). SD refers to standard deviation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End-of-scenario collaboration question</th>
<th>Mean/SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1) With the HS-PHI software, I felt aware of the neighboring WFO’s warning decision process.</td>
<td>4.9/1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2) I felt comfortable when a PHI plume existed in my CWA and the neighboring CWA at the same time.</td>
<td>5.9/0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3) I felt comfortable when my neighboring office had control of a PHI plume that was also in my CWA.</td>
<td>5.4/1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4) I felt comfortable when my neighboring office made a decision that modified the PHI plume within my CWA.</td>
<td>5.3/1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5) I felt comfortable when a warning existed in my CWA and the neighboring CWA at the same time.</td>
<td>5.8/1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6) I felt comfortable when my neighboring office had control of a warning that was also in my CWA.</td>
<td>5.2/1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7) I felt comfortable when my neighboring office made a decision that modified the warning within my CWA.</td>
<td>5.0/1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8) Tracking hazards using 2D objects helped me to collaborate with my neighboring WFOs.</td>
<td>5.4/1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9) The ownership transfer tool and the domain permission tool helped me to collaborate with my neighboring WFOs.</td>
<td>5.3/1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10) The HS-PHI software fostered effective collaboration between me and my neighboring WFO when our warning and/or PHI philosophies differed.</td>
<td>4.6/1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11) The HS-PHI software fostered effective collaboration between me and my neighboring WFO when our warning and/or PHI philosophies differed.</td>
<td>4.5/1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12) The HS-PHI software fostered efficient collaboration on PHI plumes and warnings.</td>
<td>5.3/1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13) I easily developed strategies for collaboration when issuing PHI plumes and warnings using the HS-PHI software.</td>
<td>5.9/1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total average</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**• HS-PHI tools offered a quick and easy way to transfer ownership**

The HS-PHI collaboration tools provide a means for forecasters to collaborate and create seamless PHI and warnings across CWA borders. Once an agreement on an object transfer occurred, forecasters found the tools enabled them to complete the transfer quickly and easily. A forecaster stated, “When you do a handoff, the transition is longer with a larger object, whereas the transfer is quicker with smaller objects.”

The handoff process presented two notable challenges, as described below

**• High workload results in forecasters delaying transfer**

Delayed object transfers due to high workload occurred when downstream forecasters, who sometimes already owned many objects, received a transfer request for a border object from the upstream WFO. Downstream forecasters either would wait to accept an object or would request the upstream WFO to manage an object, sometimes well into their own CWA, until workload diminished.

**• Forecasters need guidance for handoffs in proximity to CWA borders (when an object is touching the border? Half over the border?)**

The process of transferring objects from one WFO to another is subjective. There is no guidance for when objects should or could be transferred to another WFO in this new framework. Forecasters discussed the challenge of when it is appropriate or required to transfer an object. Several variables were mentioned as factors for consideration, including workload, object size and motion, and societal factors (such as population centers or IDSS activities).

**3) POST-HANDOFF STAGE**

One theme was mentioned frequently by both forecasters and researchers during the post-handoff stage.

**• The receiving forecaster often updated the object immediately after the transfer.**

After an object’s ownership transfer, the receiving forecaster often updated, altered, or ended the storm object. These changes by the downstream WFO occurred during roughly 50%–75% of object transfers, workload permitting. If the receiving forecaster wanted to end the transferred object, they did not do so immediately. Instead, the receiving forecaster maintained the object for a short period of time (roughly 10–15 min) before ending the object. Transferred objects that are quickly and substantially changed by another forecaster after a handoff can be problematic. For example, immediately changing a long-duration warning to a shorter-duration warning, or vice versa, could evoke confusion with end users and publics who are suddenly removed from or added to a warning. One forecaster stated, “There were times when we didn’t quite agree, so when the transfer of an object was done, a couple of changes were made, maybe not right away, but quick enough. I can see this being an issue at times in an operational environment.” Forecasters further discussed conflicting messaging to the public resulting from quick changes by forecasters who disagreed.

**b. Collaboration survey results**

One survey was administered at the end of each scenario to evaluate collaboration effectiveness. Another survey was administered at the end of the week to compare collaboration effectiveness with the current WarnGen warning method. Overall, the average rating for the end-of-scenario collaboration survey was 5.4 out of 7 (median, 6; range, 6) (slightly agree) (Table 3) and the average rating for the end-of-week collaboration survey was 5.0 out of 7 (median, 5; range, 6) (slightly agree) (Table 4), showing a generally positive attitude toward the collaboration effectiveness provided by the HS-PHI software. One possible reason that this rating is slightly lower than those of the end-of-scenario ratings could
be because the last scenario featured a long-duration event with many storms.

For the end-of-scenario collaboration survey, forecasters found the highest agreement with statements (average score denoted in parentheses), “I felt comfortable when a warning existed in my CWA and the neighboring CWA at the same time. (5.8)” and “I easily developed strategies for collaboration when issuing PHI plumes and warnings using the HS-PHI software. (5.9).” The first statement is significant because, in the current warning paradigm, warnings are not allowed to cross borders (warnings are clipped/truncated at CWA borders). The second result shows forecasters were able to develop collaboration strategies quickly, though forecasters had very limited experience with the new software and PHI paradigm.

Forecast agreement was lowest for the statement, “The HS-PHI software fostered more effective collaboration between me and my neighboring WFO when our warning and/or PHI philosophies differed. (4.6).” While this is still on the side of agreement, this result received a low rating mainly because of the condition of “when our warning and/or PHI philosophies differed” in this statement (researchers imposed differing warning philosophy directives throughout the experiment). In contrast, a similarly worded question without this condition received an average rating of 5.7. These results show that in situations where neighboring offices have different philosophies, forecasters have difficulties collaborating across WFOs. When comparing average collaboration agreement levels between probabilistic and traditional warning paradigms, they were very similar; however, collaboration agreement regarding warnings with probabilistic information was slightly higher (5.5 compared to 5.3, respectively). The collaboration agreement was very similar for both upstream and downstream WFOs.

For the end-of-week collaboration survey, the statements with the highest agreement were, “The ownership transfer tool and the domain permission tool improved my ability to collaborate with my neighboring WFOs. (5.3)” and, “I can develop better strategies for collaboration when issuing PHI plumes and warnings using the HS-PHI software. (5.3).” A forecaster during the second week of the experiment stated, “The domain permissions tool was helpful in knowing what the other WFO was trying to do in our CWA and knowing that collaboration may be needed.” These results, illustrating improved collaboration in this probabilistic framework compared to the current framework, are analogous to the results of the individual post-scenario surveys. One collaborative software feature that was favorable among forecasters was the ability to watch a forecaster in their neighboring WFO create PHI and warning objects in real-time, a capability that does not currently exist in WarnGen.

Forecasters were least agreeable with the statement, “The HS-PHI software fostered more effective collaboration between me and my neighboring WFO when our warning and/or PHI philosophies differed. (4.3).” for the end-of-week survey. As before, this is mainly because of the question phrasing. A similarly worded question without the aforementioned condition received an average rating of 5.1. One forecaster commented that the HS-PHI software fostered collaboration by allowing him to view his neighbor’s thought process. These results show that although forecasters felt that interoffice collaboration was improved in a probabilistic framework compared to current operations, in specific situations, the software alone was not enough to support collaboration when neighboring forecasters disagreed on probabilities or a warning decision.

Combined, the collaboration survey results show overall favorable attitudes toward the software and probabilistic paradigm, and support the hypothesis that the software additions encouraged forecasters to be more collaborative with their neighbors. Given forecasters’ comfort with warnings existing outside the CWA of origin, their ability to quickly develop and easily collaboration strategies using the HS-PHI software is demonstrated. The forecasters’ higher confidence utilizing a probabilistic framework compared to the current WarnGen framework is likewise shown. Altogether, a collaborative format within the FACETs paradigm for future NWS operations is feasible.

c. Collaborative warnings versus NWS warning examples

The following examples from the collaboration experiment illustrate how seamless warnings can be generated across CWA borders, versus multiple disparate warnings on either side of the borders. Warning verification is not addressed for this discussion. The warnings generated with HS-PHI were CWA-agnostic and a product of two WFOs collaborating on a unified message.
Figure 8 shows an HS-PHI severe thunderstorm warning compared to the three original severe thunderstorm warnings issued by three different WFOs: Tulsa (TSA), Norman (OUN), and Fort Worth/Dallas (FWD). The original warnings are geographically terminated at the respective CWA borders. In contrast, the PHI-based warning covers the entire threat area with one warning and provides seamless and consistent warning information across five CWAs. For this example, we assume that the threat is the same across the entire line—if the threat varied across the line, there could be multiple warning polygons for each segment of the line representing different intensities of threat. Regardless, these multiple warnings would remain seamless across the CWA borders and represent a consistent message from every WFO.

Figure 9 shows a tornado warning created with HS-PHI. The original tornado warning from the NWS Minneapolis WFO (MPX) and the original severe thunderstorm warning (which includes a “Tornado Possible” tag) from NWS Duluth WFO (DLH) are also shown in the image. The NWS warnings terminate geographically at the CWA border, leading to potentially conflicting messaging for those on either side of the border. The HS-PHI tornado warning, however, covers the entirety of the threat area across two WFOs as a unified and consistent message. While the storm may have necessitated a downgrade from a tornado warning to a severe thunderstorm warning, this downgrade would have been a collaborative decision by both WFOs, and likely would not happen exactly at the CWA border.

d. Mental workload

While the experiment attempted to replicate NWS WFO operations as closely as possible, forecasters regularly reported that workload was an issue during the experiment, especially given that the two forecasters per experimental WFO were tasked with handling all warning operations, IDSS events, and collaboration. Although forecasters individually handled multiple tasks, the whole of these responsibilities is typically shared among a larger group of forecasters within WFOs.

The average mental workload for this experiment across all scenarios was 58.8 out of 100, an increase from 54.4 out of 100 reported in the 2019 HS-PHI experiment (James 2021). The latter results show that forecasters experienced a significant workload related to decision-making and other cognitive demands in a fast-paced environment. Such an environment requires tremendous mental effort to complete a variety of experiment-driven tasks that may be outside the scope of their current working environment. Some forecasters even verbalized that they were physically tired after a particularly busy
scenario. This was especially true after scenario 7, the full-day event that featured many storms, possibly accounting for the uptick in workload for that scenario.

The downstream CWA consistently reported a higher mental workload (10 points higher than the upstream CWA) across all but one of the scenarios (see Fig. 11; scenario 4 was a border case without a clear upstream/downstream CWA distinction). The upstream CWAs reported an average mental workload of 52, while the downstream CWAs reported an average mental workload of 65.5 out of 100. Downstream forecasters stated they experienced increased mental workload because they were not only responsible for managing PHI plumes and warnings within their own CWA, but they also had to maintain situational awareness of storm objects approaching from the upstream CWA. Upstream forecasters stated they often disregarded storm objects after transferring to the downstream office since it was no longer their responsibility. In this experiment, upstream forecasters did not have any storm objects transferred to them. In NWS operations, it is reasonable to expect that most WFOs will experience an interval of increased workload as a WFO assumes responsibility for a storm that enters their CWA from an upstream office.

During the experiment, forecasters developed a strategy to manage this increased workload. Forecasters with an increased workload, particularly in the downstream WFO, delayed receiving a transfer of a storm object from an upstream WFO until their current workload diminished. Workload permitting, the downstream WFO would ask the upstream WFO to maintain ownership of the storm object, even if the object crossed into the downstream CWA.

4. Conclusions

In general, seamless transfers of ownership of storm objects occurred through direct and indirect methods of communication and other collaboration strategies. At times, increased workload and communication challenges hampered these transfers. The following sections offer a summary of results and a discussion of potential operational policies and software improvements to address unique collaborative situations and provide for a robust collaborative environment.

a. Collaboration

Aligned with the proposed FACETs paradigm shift to a continuous flow of hazard-related information, this experiment investigated collaboration between WFOs using storm objects to create seamless warnings across CWA boundaries. HS-PHI includes collaboration tools that enable the transfer of ownership from one WFO to another and domain permission requests. HS-PHI also allowed forecasters to view real-time edits to storm objects, plumes, and warnings from their adjacent WFOs. In addition to the collaboration tools, this experiment studied other communication strategies related to interoffice collaboration. Post-scenario and post-experiment human factors surveys and discussions yielded several interesting findings.

An analysis of themes and challenges showed that the forecasters organically developed a rudimentary concept of operations during the experiment. This concept of operations could potentially be used as a foundation for a future operational flow of warning operations. It can be summed up as a process of communication, handoff, and post-handoff.

Forecasters tended to rely on communication through chat and phone calls during the experiment, which was expected since they are accustomed to these methods in their current operations. Such communication was found to be important to ensure a quick, successful storm object transfer. This result agrees with related research that found a verbal handoff resulted in more successful handoffs and ensured transfer of accurate information (Arora and Johnson 2006).
communication broke down due to delays or non-communicative WFOs, transfers were not as fluid. During the experiment, forecasters stated that the frequency of communication increased, but unnecessary communication was reduced by using the collaboration tools in HS-PHI as a common reference.

While managing their own storm objects, forecasters in the downstream WFO were also situationally aware of objects from upstream WFOs and often prepared to communicate any necessary transfers if needed. Forecasters discussed transfers prior to initiating the transfer. Through viewing the same storm object in the HS-PHI software interface, forecasters from both WFOs were able to see details on the storm history, storm reports, warning methodologies, and PHI probabilities, thereby encouraging efficient communication.

The HS-PHI collaboration tools generally allowed for the quick and easy transfer of storm objects from one WFO to another. While most of the communication regarding storm objects occurred outside of the collaboration software, the collaboration tools permitted the forecasters to execute the transfer decision through either a “push” or “pull” operation to create seamless warnings across CWA borders. Determination on when to transfer objects between WFOs was based on many variables, including workload, a storm object’s location relative to the border, societal concerns, and other considerations.

Mental workload also played an important role in forecaster collaboration. During periods of increased workload, object transfers were sometimes delayed. The delayed transfer of objects was not a procedural aspect of the experiment; rather, it was a natural development of forecaster collaboration. Forecasters used their own judgment to determine whether their workload was too high to receive a transfer. When workload issues were present, discussions occurred between forecasters for the upstream forecaster to maintain ownership of an object for a longer period of time, even if the object crossed into the downstream CWA.

After objects were transferred, the receiving forecasters often immediately updated the storm object attributes, including editing the object’s duration or probability trend, or continuing or canceling an object or warning. Forecasters in the upstream WFO were sometimes concerned that the receiving forecaster could make significant changes to an object or warning that would lead to end users receiving inconsistent hazard information. These post-transfer changes could be due to numerous reasons, such as differences in warning philosophies or other societal concerns. Our research was not able to explore these reasons and the details of these outcomes. This experiment, however, provides opportunities to explore further human interactions and communication strategies within a high-fidelity warning environment.

b. Proposed software functionality solutions

Although the collaboration tools within HS-PHI provided the foundation for seamless object management and transfer by allowing a method to quickly transfer objects, forecasters suggested several improvements to software functionality to facilitate further collaboration.

1) CO-PRODUCTION

One popular suggestion among forecasters was the coproduction of storm objects and warnings, which would allow forecasters from multiple WFOs to interactively define, adjust, and collaborate on the production of a storm object within the HS-PHI software. The current format of the HS-PHI software only allows a neighboring WFO to view real-time edits to storm objects, but not participate in coediting the objects. In this coproduction state, forecasters may have the ability to communicate more effectively with their neighboring WFO by offering suggestions or edits in addition to collaboration.

2) INTEGRATED COMMUNICATION

The addition of integrated chat functionality within the collaboration tools would be another feature to ensure effective interoffice collaboration and seamless transfers in the HS-PHI software. In the current version of the software, forecasters are able to accept or decline the transfer of an object but have no means to provide additional feedback on that decision without having to use another medium for communication. With integrated chat functionality, forecasters could collaborate and transfer objects within the same software.

3) DOMAIN PERMISSION ALTERNATIVE

A proposed alternate method for domain permission suggested that permission be tied to the portions of plumes and warnings within separate CWAs, versus the storm objects. For example, the downstream WFO may elect to approve or deny the portion of the warning that extends into their CWA from an object owned by their neighboring WFO.

c. Training and best practices

The findings of this interoffice collaboration experiment could be used to inform the design of NWS policies and subsequent forecaster training and guidance regarding warning operations. Potential areas for policy and training based on this experiment’s results include the following: when to transfer storm objects, when to maintain ownership of storm objects, when to force the transfer of an object (if necessary), when to request domain permission, and policies regarding consistent managing and messaging of storm objects across CWAs. This list is by no means comprehensive, as there are many other policy and training topics related to communication and collaboration not mentioned here. However, with the emergence of the collaborative forecast process (Uccellini and Ten Hoeve 2019) within the NWS, policies and best practices regarding interoffice communication and collaboration are being developed, and the development of applicable collaboration practices in the convective warning environment should be considered.

Within the scope of this project, potential best practices emerge. These include
1) INTEROFFICE WORKLOAD STRATEGY

Forecasters developed a strategy of maintaining ownership of objects, even beyond the scope of their CWA, if the workload of a receiving forecaster was too high. This flexibility allowed them to share the workload of managing storm objects. Careful communication was a significant aspect of successfully sharing the management of storm objects. The discussion of workload could even extend to multiple WFOs and occur before warning operations began.

2) COLLaborATION

With the goal of seamless hazard messaging across CWA borders, it is important to discuss differences in storm objects transferred from one WFO to another. Results from this experiment could be used to develop best practices and protocols for communication between WFOs to facilitate collaboration during warning operations. These best practices and protocols could include requirements for regular communication and policies regarding nonresponsive communication. Additionally, strategies for “pre-communication” could be developed in order for WFOs to anticipate and be prepared for object transfers. WFOs could develop thresholds for these object transfers that may be based on the meteorological situation or storm type, geographical boundaries, societal factors, or IDSS.

During this experiment, we observed that when neighboring WFOs had differing philosophies, forecasters would immediately update a transferred object. Policies likely need to be developed with regard to the immediate cancellation of storm objects to reduce inconsistencies in messaging. This could include a graduated approach to reducing objects or warnings as they enter another CWA. Additional software functionality could be included that would gradually reduce an object or warning over time, which would still provide consistent communication throughout the duration of the product and reduce erratic spatial changes to rapidly updating warning boundaries (otherwise known as the “windshield wiper effect”). Other software and best practice strategies should be considered to ensure continuity of severe weather hazard messaging across CWA borders before, during, and after events.

d. Importance of results

Although the impacts of interWFO collaboration on verification are not examined in this paper, future analysis and test bed experimentation can consider this. As Stumpf and Gerard (2021) show, TIM can improve average lead time and lead time equitability along the tracks of severe weather events. Robust collaboration between WFOs should improve performance, as the warnings will move forward steadily along with the storms without any border “roadblocks.” A new gridded verification method has been developed that can be used to calculate verification metrics for TIM and test the above hypothesis (G. J. Stumpf and Stough 2022, unpublished manuscript). In addition to traditional verification measures, this new method can also calculate nontraditional measures, such as false alarm area to avoid overwarning areas outside the impacted locations, and departure time, which is useful for potential “all clear” products. This method can also be used to show how warning accuracy is affected by varying probabilistic warning thresholds using PHI. The verification method will be tested in future experiments.

A limitation to the current study is the limited sample size of human participants due to logistical challenges and with regard to funding WFO forecasters for a weeklong experiment. Each forecaster participated in numerous archived scenarios, while also participating in surveys and facilitator-led discussions. The resulting data gathered were comprehensive and provided numerous data points per participant. However, the data do not represent a statistically significant sample size and we are not presenting the data and conclusions as such; rather, this experiment should be regarded as a foundation for future research. Additionally, although the experimental design sought to simulate a realistic warning environment within NWS operations, it is not possible to simulate a high-fidelity warning environment in an experimental setting. There are many factors that cannot be artificially created, such as the real consequence of loss of life and property.

The HS PHI software provided a new avenue for forecaster collaboration in which forecasters could coordinate the hand-off and ownership transfer of plumes and warnings. Forecasters also received a glimpse into the mindset of the other WFO’s forecasters based on the warning discussion and probability trends. This glimpse provided the forecasters opportunities to further collaborate on the objects during their phone calls or through chat. Although forecasters are comfortable using AWIPS II, chat, and phone, if all of these features and others are integrated into HS PHI, it could become an all-in-one collaboration tool, with the possibility of other capabilities being included to foster this collaboration.

HS PHI also blurs the lines of NWS CWAs, since objects can traverse borders without being clipped, and WFOs can own and control objects, plumes, and warnings of a neighboring CWA. In this regard, the HS PHI software fosters collaboration between neighboring offices more than the current framework.

This experiment was designed to begin addressing the needed research questions in designing a collaboration tool for a dynamic, continuous PHI- and TIM-based severe weather warning system. The analysis of forecasters’ performance and thoughts on interoffice collaboration provided valuable insights and feedback for future development and research. The processes developed during this experiment could lay the foundation for a future operational warning concept of operations. This experiment also shows the feasibility of HS PHI software to facilitate the quick and easy handoff of storm objects supporting seamless warnings across CWA boundaries. Additional software revisions and experimental testing are needed to increase robustness and evaluate the performance of this concept of operations in challenging warning situations.
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